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ABSTRACT: 

The WIMP model in the simplified form used as a 

benchmark by LHC experiments predicts dark matter 

mediator particles, Z’. Z’ would interact as Z, 

providing a historical basis for Z’→ jj searches. 

With a larger number of high energy proton-proton 

collision events than ever in history, ATLAS is now 

able to probe decay channels that could not 

previously be studied. By requiring initial state 

radiation (ISR) in the standard Z’→ jj dijet channel, 

we are able to go beyond previous experimental 

trigger constraints and push the searchable Z’ mass 

limit down to 100GeV. This poster displays the latest 

dijet+ISR photon and dijet+ ISR jet analysis results 

for resolved jets topology in 2016 data. A newly 

studied experiment technique using a machine 

learning method to estimate the background shape 

will also be discussed. 
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Abstract

Why Dark Matter? DM Mediator Search Why Di-jet ISR?

Boosted Di-jet ISR

Standard model of particle physics 
failed to explain various astronomical 
observation in the last couple of 
decades.

1. Bullet clusters collisions 
2. Cosmic microwave background matter 
composition  
3. Rotational velocity curves of galaxies 
  
Dark matter, a particle that has mass but 
does not interact with light is hypothesized 
to explain all of these phenomena.

The Z' decay to DM can lead to a 
"Mono-X" final state if produced along 
ISR; the Z' could also decay to 
standard model dijet or dilepton final 
states.

Theoretical calculation of the thermal 
freeze out of a particle with a mass 
near the weak scale could lead to the 
observed relic abundance of dark 
matter if it is weakly interacting  Red: Ordinary matter collides 

and heats up to emit light 

Blue: Dark matter passes through 
the other cluster of galaxies with 
no visible interaction The simplified WIMP model 

considered here predicts Z’ DM 
mediator.

Dijet ISR Final State 

— SM Z’ production allows for Z’ to 
decay back into SM particles 

— The search for dijet resonances is 
limited at low mass by the high trigger 
thresholds.  
—-Using an ISR jet or photon to 
trigger.  
—-Lower mass Z’ search than the dijet 
channel is possible (100-1000 GeV) 

— Dijet + photon / Dijet +jet also 
serves as an effective model 
independent beyond-SM-anomaly-
search 

Background estimation with 
Gaussian process 

Mass100-220GeV

Photon and jet channel combined 
result 

Boosted: The resonance jets fall into 1 
jet cone of ΔR=1.0

Resolved: The resonance jets fall into 
2 jets of cone of ΔR=0.4
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Photon Channel results on limits of Z’

Mass decorrelated jet tagging 
substructure as a selector to increase 
sensitivity for the trijet channel.

Possible Improvements
Reinterpretation

Result comparison

References
Dijet ISR is able to push Z’ mass limit 
to 100-920GeV

Z’ reinterpreted limit for axial-vector-
mediated DM

Z’ reinterpreted limit for vector-
mediated DM

—High stats in the LHC will take us to 
an unexplored region for the 
traditional global fit function.  
—A data driven method using 
Gaussian process is proposed.

Pseudo Toy data show good fitting 
result.

G.P shows better performance in high 
luminosity
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Figure 3: WILL UPDATE WITH 2016 DATA WHEN THE DATASET IS FROZEN. E↵ective luminosity in the
inclusive di-jet search using prescaled single jet triggers.
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Figure 4: Example Feynman diagrams for signal production in mono-jet and di-jet + ISR.

Determining the identity of Dark Matter (DM) in the universe is one of the major goals in particle physics.127

The ATLAS experiment has a rich program of searches for Dark Matter candidates. Most of them use a128

simplified model, where the colliding partons produce a mediator particle that decays into Dark Matter.129

The prototypical example is mono-jet production of DM particles shown in Figure 4(a). The experimental130

situation in the case of axial-vector mediators is presented in Figure 5. The mono-jet analysis has strong131

sensitivity for scenarios when the Dark Matter is lighter than half of the mediator mass. In this case132

the mediator can decay on-shell to pairs of Dark Matter particles. Higher mass mediators, eg: above133

600 GeV, for the choice of couplings in Figure 5, are strongly constrained by the standard high-mass134

di-jet resonance search. These constraints are largely independent of the Dark Matter mass. The high135

pT threshold in the unprescaled jet-based triggers limits the low end of the mediator reach. However the136

bounds from Dark Matter relic density prefer lighter mediators.137

The di-jet+ISR analysis presented here targets mediator masses below the standard di-jet search and138
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Model-independent check for discrepancies from 
SM does not find any significant excess

8

FIG. 6: Correlation between pairs of mass bins from the
GP fit, which shows the largely diagonal nature, with

increasing length scale at higher mass.

minosity, and generating independent samples by adding
Poisson noise to each bin.
Below, we present the performance of the GP approach

in these datasets under two aspects of hypothesis testing:

• Background-only tests: these studies test whether
the GP has su�cient flexibility to describe the typ-
ical background spectrum, assuming no signal.

• Signal-plus-background tests: these studies com-
bine a GP background with a specific signal model
and tests the power of a hypothesis test based on
the GP background. This requires that the GP
model not be so flexible that it can absorb the lo-
calized signal into the background model.

Background only tests

The performance of the GP background model is eval-
uated in the toy datasets described above. For each
toy dataset, we fit the GP, extract the posterior mean
from Eq. 11, and evaluate a �

2 quantity from
P

i

(y
i

�
µ(x

i

|y))2/µ(x
i

|y); note that in this test we do not in-
corporate the posterior covariance matrix of Eq. 12. Fig-
ure 7 shows the ±1� about the average µ(x|y) from these
toys, with the ATLAS data to guide the eye, and the ad-
hoc fit for comparison. The GP based on the kernel in
Eq. 10 has more flexibility at high mass, but also pro-
vides a superior fit, as measured by the �

2/dof statistic.
The number of degrees of freedom for the ad-hoc fit is 3,
while the GP has 8 hyperparameters (3 from the mean
function and 5 from the kernel). Figure 8 shows the dis-
tribution of �2/dof, which peaks near �2/dof = 1 for the
GP model and is significantly larger than unity for the
ad-hoc function.

FIG. 7: Tests of the Gaussian process and
three-parameter ad-hoc function in toy data generated
from the ATLAS data. Shown are the ±1� band about
the mean background models, with the ATLAS data

overlaid for reference.

FIG. 8: The distribution of �2 per degree of freedom in
toy data generated from the ATLAS data at luminosity
of 3.6 fb�1. While the goodness of fit for the ad-hoc
function degrades with more data, the GP is robust.

A critical test of the Gaussian process model is its ro-
bustness with increasing luminosity, where the ad-hoc
approach has failed in collider data [15, 17]. In Figure 9,
the mean and standard deviation of the �

2/d.o.f. are
shown as a function of integrated luminosity in the toy
data, demonstrating the robustness of the GP approach.

Background plus signal fits

Adding more flexibility to the background model guar-
antees a better fit to background-only toys; however, this
generally comes at the loss of power in a search for a
signal. A background model that is flexible enough to
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FIG. 9: Mean and standard deviation of the �

2/d.o.f.
measure in toy data generated from ATLAS collisions,
as a function of integrated luminosity, for the ad-hoc fit

and the Gaussian process.

incorporate a signal contribution will have no discovery
power.
Here, we test the GP model’s performance in the toy

data constructed as described earlier, but with signal in-
jected as well.
We used a generic Gaussian resonance, and performed

tests with various values for the signal mass, width and
amplitude. The hyperparameters of the GP (both for
the background mean and kernel functions) are fixed
from our fit to the ATLAS dataset; in a realistic applica-
tion, experimenters could establish the hyperparameters
in simulated samples. We only fit the three parameters
(amplitude, mass, and width) of the Gaussian signal. For
the parametric fit, we fit all six parameters: the three fit
function parameters and three signal parameters. An ex-
ample of this background-plus-signal fit is shown with an
injected 2.5 TeV Gaussian signal shape in the top panel
of Fig. 10.
This single example is illustrative and qualitative, but

the statistical test for the presence of a signal in ob-
served data relies on the likelihood ratio ⇤ between
the background-only and the signal-plus-background hy-
potheses. We calculate the likelihood ratio between the
two hypotheses in cases background-only toy data as well
as background-plus-signal toy data. This involves the use
of Eq. 11 twice, as the posterior mean background pre-
diction is di↵erent for the background-only and signal-
plus-background fits. This is analogous to the profile
likelihood ratio where there are two fits and the condi-
tional maximum likelihood estimate of the background in
the background-only case is generally di↵erent from the
background estimate in the signal-plus-background fit.
The distribution of �2 log⇤ is shown in Figure 11 for

background-only toys for both the 3-parameter ad-hoc
function and the GP. In these fits the signal mass and
width were fixed and the signal strength was treated as
the parameter of interest. In the parametric case, we

FIG. 10: Invariant mass of dijet pairs reported by
ATLAS [15] in proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV

with integrated luminosity of 3.6 fb�1 with a false
signal injected at m

jj

= 2.5 TeV. The green line is the
Gaussian process background-only model; the red line is
the signal-plus-background model. The central pane

shows the significance of the residual between the data
and the background fit; the bottom-pane shows the
significance of the residual between the data and the

background-plus-signal fit.

can invoke Wilks’ theorem, which says this distribution
should follow a chi-square distribution if the true distri-
bution generating the data corresponds to some point
in the parameter space of the background model [16].
However, in this case, the background-only toys were not
generated from the ad-hoc function, instead they were
generated from a smoothed version of the ATLAS data.
Nevertheless, the distribution closely tracks a chi-square
distribution.

In the case of the GP, the situation is more subtle be-
cause of the 2-step nature of the statistical approach and
the subtle Bayesian vs. Frequentist issues. Because of
the Gaussian form, we expect correspondence between
the posterior mean and the maximum likelihood esti-
mate, thus we two-step nature is an irrelevant techni-
cal detail. The more subtle issue is that the likelihood of
Eq. 1 only reflects the Poisson fluctuations, while the con-
straint terms the kernel encodes are not reflected in this
likelihood. In this case there is not significant tension be-
tween the data and the covariance kernel so the likelihood
ratio distribution also tracks a chi-square distribution. In
general, this will need to be checked explicitly.

Next we directly assess the power of the search by
considering the distribution of �2 log⇤ for signal-plus-
background toys with signals of various masses. Fig-
ure 12 shows the mean of the �2 log⇤ distribution for the
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can invoke Wilks’ theorem, which says this distribution
should follow a chi-square distribution if the true distri-
bution generating the data corresponds to some point
in the parameter space of the background model [16].
However, in this case, the background-only toys were not
generated from the ad-hoc function, instead they were
generated from a smoothed version of the ATLAS data.
Nevertheless, the distribution closely tracks a chi-square
distribution.

In the case of the GP, the situation is more subtle be-
cause of the 2-step nature of the statistical approach and
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the Gaussian form, we expect correspondence between
the posterior mean and the maximum likelihood esti-
mate, thus we two-step nature is an irrelevant techni-
cal detail. The more subtle issue is that the likelihood of
Eq. 1 only reflects the Poisson fluctuations, while the con-
straint terms the kernel encodes are not reflected in this
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Figure 2: The reconstructed dijet mass distribution (filled points) for events containing (left) a photon with pT >
150 GeV and two jets with pT > 25 GeV and |y⇤12 | < 0.8 and (right) a jet with pT > 430 GeV and two additional
jets with pT > 25 GeV and satisfying the other selection criteria described in the text. The solid line depicts the fit
to Equation 1. Predictions for a lepto-phobic Z

0 of mass 350 GeV and coupling gq = 0.3 are shown above the fit,
normalized to 50 times the predicted cross-section to render it visible. The vertical lines indicate the most discrepant
intervals identified by the B���H����� algorithm. The lower panels show the bin-by-bin Gaussian significances
of the data with respect to the events predicted by the background fit. The significances are calculated using Poisson
statistics, considering only statistical uncertainties.

significances of the data with respect to the events predicted by the background fit. The significances are
calculated using Poisson statistics, considering only statistical uncertainties.

The statistical significance of any localised excess in each m j j distribution is quantified using the B���-
H����� algorithm [48, 49]. The algorithm compares the binned m j j distribution of the data to the fitted
background estimate, considering contiguous mass intervals throughout the search range, from intervals
with a width ranging from two bins to half of the full mass range. For each interval in the scan, it computes
the statistical significance of any excess found. The algorithm identifies the interval 861 GeV–917 GeV
for the X + � search and 482 GeV–523 GeV for the X + j search, indicated by the two vertical lines in
Figure 2, as the most discrepant intervals. The statistical significance of this outcome is evaluated using
the ensemble of possible outcomes across all intervals scanned by applying the algorithm to many pseudo-
data samples drawn randomly from the background fit. Without including systematic uncertainties, the
probability that fluctuations of the background model would produce an excess at least as significant as the
one observed in the data, anywhere in the distribution, is 0.67 for the X + � search and 0.60 for the X + j

search. Thus, there is no evidence of a contribution to the mass distribution from new phenomena.

In each search, a Bayesian method [5] is applied to the m j j data and simulation of signals for discrete
mass values of the benchmark signals described above, to set 95% credibility-level (CL) upper limits on
the cross-section times acceptance for the signals described above. The limits are obtained for a discrete
set of points in the gq–mZ0 plane. The signal mass range probed by the X + � search ranges from 250 to
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Figure 3: The 95% CL upper limits obtained from the (left) X + � search and (right) X + j search on coupling gq as
a function of the resonance mass mZ0 for the lepto-phobic Z

0 model described in the text. Coupling values above the
solid curves are excluded. The expected limits are indicated by a dotted curve. The limits shown are interpolated
between limits derived from simulation at discrete points in the parameter space.

In each of the above limits, systematic uncertainties used for the signal samples include uncertainties on
the acceptance due to uncertainties on the PDFs (1%), the jet energy resolution (2% for the X + � analysis
and 1% for the X + j analysis), and the photon identification, energy scale and resolution (3%) for the
X + � analysis. The uncertainties on the jet energy scale are obtained, for the Z

0 signals, by varying four
nuisance parameters accounting for contributions to the total jet energy scale uncertainty [50, 51]. For
the Gaussian-shaped signals, the jet energy scale uncertainties are ⇡ 1 � 2%, the relative change in mean
mass observed in the Z

0 signals.

The uncertainties on the background predictions arising from statistical uncertainties on the values of
the parameters in Equation 1 are evaluated by fitting the parameters to pseudo-data drawn via Poisson
fluctuations around the nominal background models, accounting for correlations between the parameters.
The uncertainty in the prediction in each m j j bin is taken to be the standard deviation of the function value
for all pseudo-experiments in that bin. To estimate the uncertainty on the background prediction due to
the choice of the background parameterization, a parameterization with one additional degree of freedom,
z

c5ln2z for the X + � analysis and z

c4lnz for the X + j analysis, is compared to the nominal background
model. The di�erence is taken as an uncertainty. The predictions of each m j j distribution does not involve
simulated collisions and thus are not a�ected by theoretical or experimental uncertainties. The resulting
total background uncertainty is 2% or less for m j j < 1 TeV in both searches.
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Event Selection:
Large R jet: (2 resonance jet): R=1.0 ,    
|η| < 2.0, τ21DDT < 0.50 and  ρDDT > 1.5
Channel specific:
ISR jet: 25 GeV < pT < 60 GeV, R=0.4, 
from primary vertex
ISR photon: |η| < 2.37 , ET > 150 GeV

Event Selection
At least two jets with pT > 25 GeV and |η|
<2.8, after pT ordering, the second and 
third highest pT jets are required to be 
separated by |y∗ | < 0.6 (jet channel) |y∗ | 
< 0.8 (photon channel)
Channel specific:
ISR jet:  pT > 430 GeV
ISR photon: pT >150GeV

[3]
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